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3 of 3 review helpful Almost but not quite By Keith Peevy Having already read Expiration Date which had a number 
of loose ends or unexplainable subplots I was a bit hesitant to read Mr Wilson s first novel but I did I found this novel 
to have some of the same unsettling defects as Expiration Date The overall plot is intriguing though far fetched He 
loses me in the spiritual symbolism that permeates the book What You Can rsquo t See Can Hurt You Returning to the 
hometown of her birth parents rebellious 23 year old Josee Walker seeks answers to long held questions about her 
childhood Her biological father wealthy vintner Marsh Addison wants nothing to do with her But a determined Kara 
Addison sets out to meet the child she gave up years before despite Marsh rsquo s passionate opposition Five Days of 
Hell for a Glimpse of HeavenWhen Kara d Excerpt copy Reprinted by permission All rights reserved Chapter One 
Choose Your Poison Willamette Valley October 2003 Josee discovered the canister while seeking firewood in the 
thicket A chance encounter nothing more The odds of findi 
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